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In this action, the buyer under an agreement to purchase the remaining capital

stock of a company brings breach of contract and fraud claims against the sellers. The

buyer alleges that the sellers manipulated the financial condition of the company in the

periods leading up to the execution and the closing of the agreement to make the

company appear to be more successful than it actually was. The buyer also claims that,

before the closing, the sellers discovered that the company significantly had

underperformed compared to its forecasts in the most recent financial quarter, but

concealed this fact from the buyer. In its complaint, the buyer asserts, among other

things, claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, breach of the implied covenant

of good faith and fair dealing, and fraud. As remedies for the alleged misconduct of the

sellers, the buyer requests indemnification, damages, and a declaratory judgment in its

favor.

The defendants have moved to dismiss the complaint under Court of Chancery

Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim. This Memorandum Opinion reflects my ruling

on aUR QRSR[QN[a`n motion. For the reasons that follow, I grant the motion in part and

deny it in part. Specifically, I T_N[a aUR QRSR[QN[a`n Z\aV\[ a\ QV`ZV`` aUR ObfR_n` claims

for breach of warranty, equitable fraud, and breach of the implied covenant. I deny the

QRSR[QN[a`n Z\aV\[ V[ NYY \aUR_ _R`]RPa`)
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I. BACKGROUND1

A. The Parties

The plaintiff in this action is Osram Sylvania >[P) &kCG>l \_ kDYNV[aVSSl). The

defendants are Townsend Ventures LLC, TV Encelium Investment I, Inc., TV Encelium

Investment II, Inc., Anthony Marano, Terry Mocherniak, and Marc Hoffknecht

(collectively, kGRYYR_`l \_ k8RSR[QN[a`l). All of the business entities that are parties to

this lawsuit were organized under the laws of Delaware.

B. Facts

1. Relevant background

OSI and Sellers N_R ]N_aVR` a\ N P\[aR`aRQ Ga\PX Db_PUN`R 5T_RRZR[a &kGD5l'(

pursuant to which OSI purchased from Sellers all of the remaining issued and outstanding

`a\PX \S 9[PRYVbZ =\YQV[T`( >[P)( N 8RYNdN_R P\_]\_NaV\[ &k9[PRYVbZl \_ aUR

k7\Z]N[fl') 9[PRYVbZ \]R_NaR` Va` Ob`V[R`` aU_\bTU N `bO`VQVN_f( 9[PRYVbZ

HRPU[\Y\TVR` I@7( N 6_VaV`U 7\YbZOVN b[YVZVaRQ YVNOVYVaf P\Z]N[f &k9[PRYVbZ

HRPU[\Y\TVR`l')

In 2011, OSI owned, indirectly through an affiliate, certain Purchaser Preferred

Stock in Encelium. Sometime in 2011, OSI and Sellers began to discuss the possibility

of OSI purchasing the remaining stock of the Company. On or about May 25, 2011,

1 Unless otherwise noted, the facts recited herein are drawn from the well-pled
allegations of the plaintiffn` Verified Complaint, and the Stock Purchase
Agreement attached to it as Exhibit A, and are presumed true for the purposes of
aUR QRSR[QN[a`n motion to dismiss.
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Sellers provided OSI with a presentation about Encelium &aUR kAN[NTRZR[a

D_R`R[aNaV\[l' aUNa V[PYbded information about its technology, its sales and financials, the

market in which it operates, the competitive landscape, and a review of 9[PRYVbZn`

operations.

In the Management Presentation, Sellers informed OSI that Encelium was

planning to release products based on its newly developed GreenBus II technology (a

successor to GreenBus I) in Fourth Quarter 2011. The Management Presentation

revealed that Encelium had a negative EBITDA for calendar year 2010, but was

projecting sales for calendar year 2011 of approximately $18 million. Sellers also

informed OSI that two of Enceliumn` RZ]Y\fRR`( @V`N GPU\YY N[Q BRVY GPU_\QR_( a\TRaUR_

were responsible for approximately 32% of the forecasted sales for 2011.

Following the Management Presentation, OSI and Sellers had numerous

QV`Pb``V\[` NO\ba GRYYR_`n `NYR` S\_RPN`a`( N[Q GRYYR_` knew that it was important to OSI

that Encelium achieve its sales forecasts for Second and Third Quarter 2011. According

to OSI, Sellers understood that the 2011 forecast numbers wR_R V[aRT_NY a\ CG>n`

calculation of the purchase price for Encelium.

In early July 2011, Sellers _R]\_aRQ a\ CG> aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` `NYR` S\_ Second

Quarter 2011 (which ended on June 30, 2011) were consistent with the forecasted sales

numbers. For Third Quarter 2011, Sellers forecasted sales of approximately $4 million.

Based on Sellersn _R]_R`R[aNaV\[` P\[PR_[V[T aUR SV[N[PVNY P\[QVaV\[( \]R_NaV[T _R`bYa`(

income, revenue, and expenses of Encelium, OSI agreed to pay approximately $47

million, subject to certain adjustments, for the 7\Z]N[fn` remaining capital stock. To
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that end, the parties executed the SPA &aUR k9eRPbaV\[l' on September 30, 2011 (the

k9SSRPaVcR 8NaRl), the last day of Third Quarter 2011. The transaction closed (the

k7Y\`V[Tl' on October 14, 2011 &aUR k7Y\`V[T 8NaRl'.

2. (*&?8 +33.0+92548

5SaR_ aUR 7Y\`V[T( CG> YRN_[RQ aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` `NYR` V[ HUV_Q EbN_aR_ ,*++ were

significantly less than Sellers had forecasted. EncelVbZn` HUV_Q EbN_aR_ sales were only

$2 million, or approximately one half of the sales the Company had forecasted for that

period. OSI alleges that Sellers knew Enceliumn` NPabNY `NYR` results for Third Quarter

2011 by the Closing Date, but they did not inform OSI of aUR 7\Z]N[fn`

underperformance.

Upon further investigation, OSI alleges it discovered that Sellers had manipulated

the Second Quarter 2011 numbers to hide the fact that the business of Encelium was not

as Sellers had represented. OSI contends that, beginning in Second Quarter 2011 and

continuing until the Closing, Sellers manipulated the financial condition and working

capital of Encelium by, among other things: holding invoices for payment, billing and

shipping excess product to create reportable revenue (without disclosing the credits to be

applied), and failing to disclose discount policies. According to OSI, Sellers also

attempted to manipulate the financial condition of the Company by altering the size and

[Nab_R \S aUR 7\Z]N[fn` Ob`V[R`` `RTZR[a` before the Closing. OSI asserts that, for all

these reasons, the information in the Financial Statements, including those through June

30, 2011, did not fairly present the financial condition and results of operations of

Encelium and, further, was not consistent with GAAP.
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OSI also alleges that Sellers knew, by the CY\`V[T 8NaR( aUNa 9[PRYVbZn`

salespeople Scholl and Schroder had resigned, but they did not notify OSI of this fact

before the Closing. Together, Scholl and Schroder accounted for approximately 32% of

Enceliumn` ,*++ `NYR` S\_RPN`a) GPU\YY UNQ ORR[ Re]RPted to make nearly $3.4 million in

sales in the Third and Fourth Quarters of 2011. She resigned in mid-June 2011, however,

before the end of the Second Quarter. Schroder had been expected to make $3.3 million

in sales in 2011, but he resigned before August 2011.

OSI further contends that, as of the Closing Date, Sellers were aware that

Encelium had a significant liability that it had not accounted for in its financial statements

or otherwise disclosed to OSI. Specifically, as of March 2011, Encelium had accepted a

purchase order requiring it to provide and install lighting control systems in sixteen

buildings at Patrick Air Force Base (kPAFBl) &aUR kD5;6 7\[a_NPal'. The PAFB

Contract _R^bV_RQ aUNa aUR`R `f`aRZ` OR NOYR a\ kbaVYVgR N[Q V[aR_SNPR dVaU aUR LonTalk

]_\a\P\Y V[ P\ZZb[VPNaV\[)l As of the Closing Date, however, the Encelium Lighting

Control System had never interfaced with LonTalk. OSI asserts, therefore, that Encelium

had a significant and costly obligation to make its Lighting Control System compatible

with LonTalk, but that Sellers did not disclose properly or otherwise account for that

obligation.

In addition, OSI claims that Sellers had represented to it that Encelium maintained

about $400,000 worth of inventory of product based on the Com]N[fn` <_RR[6b` >

technology. Yet, notwithstanding the anticipated launch of GreenBus II, Enceliumn`

inventory of GreenBus I based technology had grown to nearly $1 million by the Closing.
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5` RcVQR[PR \S GRYYR_`n ONQ SNVaU in their alleged manipulation and concealment of

9[PRYVbZn` SV[N[PVNY V[S\_ZNaV\[, OSI refers to an August 2011 internal email by one of

the Sellers. That email states aUNa kLTMVcR[ dUR_R `NYR` N_R T\V[T aUR QV`a_NPaV\[ dVaU

senior management is far too great to keep up any charade on the chance that a deal does

UN]]R[)l2 OSI argues that this email supports an inference that Sellers were putting on a

kPUN_NQRl V[ \_QR_ a\ R[aVPR CG> a\ R[aR_ V[a\ aUR GD5) CG> NY`\ avers that, in October,

immediately before the Closing, Sellers stated in internal communications that if the

7Y\`V[T QVQ [\a \PPb_ `\\[( aUR 7\Z]N[f d\bYQ UNcR N kPN`U ]_\OYRZ)l3 According to

OSI, Sellers discussed addressing this issue by buying product from Encelium, which

OSI avers provides further proof that Sellers attempted to prop up falsely the revenue and

operations of Encelium before the Closing.

Based on the foregoing allegations, OSI contends that Sellers have breached

numerous provisions of the SPA as well as the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing. OSI also asserts several fraud-_RYNaRQ PYNVZ` N_V`V[T S_\Z GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ

ZN[V]bYNaV\[ N[Q P\[PRNYZR[a \S 9[PRYVbZn` SV[N[PVNY V[S\_ZNaV\[ V[ aUR ]R_V\Q` ORS\_R

aUR 9SSRPaVcR 8NaR N[Q aUR 7Y\`V[T) 8bR a\ GRYYR_`n ZV`P\[QbPa( CG> NcR_` aUNa Va ]NVQ

significantly more than it otherwise would have for the Company and requests, among

other relief, damages and indemnification for its losses.

2 Compl. ¶ 48(i).

3 Id. ¶ 48(j).
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3. Relevant provisions of the SPA

The SPA contains numerous provisions that are relevant to this action. They

generally fall into three categories: (1) representations and warranties; (2) covenants; and

(3) indemnification. Article 3 of the SPA, enaVaYRQ kFR]_R`R[aNaV\[` N[Q KN__N[aVR`

FRYNaV[T a\ aUR 5P^bV_RQ 7\Z]N[VR`(l P\[aNV[` ZN[f \S aUR ]_\cV`V\[` that OSI relies on

in bringing its claims) ;\_ ]b_]\`R` \S aUR P\[a_NPa( k5P^bV_RQ 7\Z]N[VR`l V` QRSV[RQ a\

include Encelium and its subsidiaries, such as Encelium Technologies.4

Section 3.5(b) of the SPA is a warranty of the accuracy of 9[PRYVbZn` SV[N[PVNY

statements from 2008 through June 30, 2011 (the end of Second Quarter 2011). It

provides that: k[t]he Financial Statements are correct and complete in all material

respects . . . and fairly present the financial condition and the results of operations,

changes in sharehoYQR_`n R^bVaf( N[Q PN`U SY\d` \S aUR Acquired Companies . . . all in

accordance with GAAP consistently applied.l

Section 3.5(c) is a warranty that the Company has been operated in the ordinary

course of business and that no material adverse changes have occurred. It provides that:

k[s]ince the date of the Interim Balance Sheet [June 30, 2011], the Acquired Companies

UNcR \]R_NaRQ aUR 6b`V[R`` V[ aUR \_QV[N_f P\b_`R \S aUR 5P^bV_RQ 7\Z]N[VR`n 6b`V[R``

consistena dVaU ]N`a Pb`a\Z N[Q ]_NPaVPR)l >a Sb_aUR_ warrants aUNa kthere has not occurred

any event or development that has resulted in, or would reasonably be expected to result

in, a Material Adverse Change.l

4 SPA § 1.1.
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Section 3.6 is a warranty as to liabilities. It provides that the Acquired Companies

have not incurred any liabilities, except for liabilities: k&V' accrued or reserved against on

aUR >[aR_VZ 6NYN[PR GURRa &dUVPU _R`R_cR` N_R NQR^bNaR( N]]_\]_VNaR N[Q _RN`\[NOYR'4 &VV'

incurred in the Ordinary Course of Business of the Company since the date of the Interim

Balance Sheet . . . or (iii) set forth on Schedule 3.6 of the Disclosure Schedules.l HUNa

section also warrants that any liabilities incurred in the ordinary course do not

kV[QVcVQbNYYf \_ V[ aUR NTT_RTNaR ) ) ) UNcR N ANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPa \[ aUR 6b`V[R``)l

Section 3.7 provides that for the period since December 31, 2010, similarly to

Section 3.5(c), k[\ PUN[TR \_ RcR[a . . . has resulted in, or would reasonably be expected

a\ _R`bYa V[( N ANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPa)l GRPaV\[ -),* states that the inventory of the

Acquired Companies V` NPPb_NaRYf QV`PY\`RQ N[Q V` k\S N ^bN[aVaf( ^bNYVaf N[Q ZVe N` N_R

UV`a\_VPNYYf P\[`V`aR[a dVaU ]N`a Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR`)l ;V[NYYf( GRPaV\[ -)-/ ]_\cVQR` aUNa:

kL[M\ _R]_R`R[aNaV\[ \_ dN__N[af Of N[f \S aUR GRYYR_ DN_aVes contained in this Agreement

or any Transactional Document contains any untrue statements of material fact or

intentionally omits to state any material fact necessary to make the statements . . . not

ZV`YRNQV[T)l

In its breach of contract claims, OSI also invokes the covenants contained in

Sections 6.1 and 6.4 of the SPA. Section 6.1 requires Sellers to operate the Company in

the ordinary course of business between the Effective Date (September 30, 2011) and the

Closing Date (October 14, 2011). Section 6.4 requires Sellers, in that same period, to

notify OSI of any fact or circumstance that: k&V' UN` UNQ( \_ d\bYQ _RN`\[NOYf OR Re]RPaRQ

a\ UNcR( V[QVcVQbNYYf \_ V[ aUR NTT_RTNaR( N ANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPa4 [or] (ii) has resulted
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in, or could reasonably be expected to result in, any representation, warranty, covenant,

condition, or agreement made by such Seller not being true or correct.l

6N`RQ \[ GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ O_RNPUR` \S aUR ]_RPRQV[T ]_\cV`V\[`( CG> `RRX`

indemnification. In Section 9.2(a)(i) and 9.2(a)(ii), Sellers NT_RRQ a\ kV[QRZ[VSf( QRSR[Q,

protect and hold harmlessl CG> N[Q Va` NSSVYVNaR` S_\Z kall losses and damages, including

_RN`\[NOYR Naa\_[Rf`n SRR`( _R`bYaV[T S_\Z( VZ]\`RQ b]\[( \_ V[Pb__RQ \_ `bSSR_RQ Of

[OSI], directly or indirectly, as a result ofl breaches of the SPA by Sellers or the

Acquired Companies. Specifically, the SPA provides for indemnification of OSI for

losses or damages caused by kN O_RNPU \_ [\[-fulfillment [of] . . . a covenant or

\OYVTNaV\[ V[ aUV` 5T_RRZR[a \_ V[ N[f H_N[`NPaV\[ 8\PbZR[al by a Seller,5 or by an

Acquired Company prior to the Closing.6 In addition, Sellers agreed to indemnify OSI

S\_ N[f Y\``R` \_ QNZNTR` _R`bYaV[T S_\Z3 kN O_RNPU \S \_ V[NPPb_NPf V[ N _R]_R`R[aNaV\[

or warranty made by [Sellers] in Article 3 . . . without giving effect to any qualifications

N` a\ mZNaR_VNYVaf(n mANaR_VNY 5QcRrse ESSRPa(n \_ `VZVYN_ d\_Q`)l7

Section 9.3(a) establishes an indemnification threshold. It provides that Sellers

will not have to indemnify OSI for inaccuracies in the representations and warranties

contained in Article 3 unless the aggregate amount of indemnifiable damages attributable

to those inaccuracies exceeds $200,000, in which case Sellers will be liable for the full

5 SPA § 9.2(a)(ii)(B).

6 SPA § 9.2(a)(i)(B).

7 SPA § 9.2(a)(i)(A).
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amount.8 For the stated purpose of avoiding disputes over the meaning of materiality

qualifiers in calculating indemnifiable damages, Section 9.4, like Section 9.2(a)(i)(A),

V[PYbQR` N kZNaR_VNYVaf `P_N]R)l Section 9.4 specifies that, kS\_ ]b_]\`R` \S aUV` 5_aVPYR 2(

any . . . materiality qualifier contained in any representation or warranty shall be ignored

in determining whether there has been a breach of or inaccuracy in a representation or

dN__N[af N[Q V[ ZRN`b_V[T aUR P\__R`]\[QV[T QNZNTR`)l The scope of the Section 9.4

kZNaR_VNYVaf `P_N]Rl explicitly includes terms such as kmANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPa(n

mZNaR_VNY(n mZNaR_VNYYf(n mV[ NYY ZNaR_VNY _R`]RPa`n \_ `VZVYN_ ZNaR_VNYVaf ^bNYVSVR_`)l

C. Procedural History

C[ 8RPRZOR_ +2( ,*+,( CG> SVYRQ Va` JR_VSVRQ 7\Z]YNV[a &aUR k7\Z]YNV[al'

against Defendants, the Sellers under the SPA. The Complaint states eight counts against

Defendants for breach of contract (Count I), breach of warranty (Count II),

indemnification (Count III), equitable fraud (Count IV), fraud (Count V), negligent

misrepresentation (Count VI), breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing

(Count VII), and declaratory judgment (Count VIII). Sellers filed a motion to dismiss the

entire Complaint &aUR kA\aV\[ a\ 8V`ZV``l \_ kA\aV\[l) on March 1, 2013. After full

briefing, I heard argument on that motion on July 12, 2013. Following argument, the

8 Thresholds such as this are often incorporated into stock purchase agreements out
\S _RP\T[VaV\[ aUNa k_R]_R`R[aNaV\[` P\[PR_[V[T N[ \[T\V[T Ob`V[R`` N_R b[YVXRYf a\
be perfectly accurate and to avoid disputes over smaller amob[a`)l 5ZR_VPN[ 6N_
5``n[( A\QRY Ga\PX Db_PUN`R 5T_RRZR[a dVaU 7\ZZR[aN_f -,2 &,Q RQ) ,*+*')
See also I/Mx Info. Mgmt. Solutions, Inc. v. MultiPlan, Inc., 2013 WL 3322293, at
*6 (Del. Ch. June 28, 2013).
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parties each submitted supplemental briefing on the Delaware Supreme Courtn` \]V[V\[

in Gerber v. Enterprise Products Holdings, LLC,9 and its possible application to CG>n`

claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

D. )+792.8? %549.492548

Sellers assert that CG>n` claims are duplicative and fit into two main categories:

(1) claims arising out of the SPA; and (2) claims sounding in fraud. In seeking dismissal

of the Complaint, Sellers argue that OSI has failed to state a valid claim for breach of the

SPA or for fraud. Defendants contend that each of CG>n` P\[a_NPa-based claims fails

because OSI has not sufficiently tied any alleged misconduct by Sellers to specific

provisions of the SPA. As to CG>n` S_NbQ-based claims, Defendants maintain that none of

them is pled with particularity as required by Delaware law. For these reasons,

Defendants assert that none of the counts of CG>n` Complaint adequately states a claim

on which relief can be granted.

OSI disputes GRYYR_`n contentions and urges the Court to deny the Motion to

Dismiss in its entirety. OSI argues that its breach of contract claims meet, and exceed,

the applicable pleading standard set forth in Court of Chancery Rule 8 and provide

GRYYR_` NZ]YR [\aVPR \S CG>n` V[QRZ[VSVPNaV\[ PYNVZ`) CSI contends that its tort claims

also meet the Rule 9(b) particularity standard, as well as the Rule 8 pleading standard,

and similarly provide ample notice to Sellers of the claims against them. For these

_RN`\[`( CG> N``R_a` aUNa GRYYR_`n A\aV\[ a\ 8V`Ziss should be denied.

9 67 A.3d 400 (2013).
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II. ANALYSIS

This is a motion to dismiss under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(6). I therefore

kassume the truthfulness of the well-pled allegations of the Complaintl10 and afford

Plaintiff kaUR OR[RSVa \S NYY _RN`\[NOYR V[SR_R[PR`)l11 If the well-pled allegations in the

Complaint would entitle Plaintiff to relief under any k_RN`\[NOYf P\[PRVcNOYRl `Ra \S

circumstances, the Court must deny the motion to dismiss.12 The court, however, need

[\a kNPPR]a P\[PYb`\_f NYYRTNaV\[` b[`b]]\_aRQ Of `]RPVSVP SNPa`)l13 Moreover, failure to

plead an element of a claim precludes entitlement to relief and, therefore, is grounds to

dismiss that claim.14 B\[RaURYR``( aUR 7\b_a Zb`a kNPPR]a RcR[ cNTbR NYYRTNaV\[` N` mdRYY

]YRNQRQn VS aURf TVcR aUR \]]\`V[T ]N_af [\aVPR \S aUR PYNVZ)l15

10 Superwire.com, Inc. v. Hampton, 805 A.2d 904, 908 (Del. Ch. 2002) (citing
/=9=;=< C% .1A74 '=;;2Gns Corp., 672 A.2d 35, 38 (Del. 1996)).

11 Id. (quoting In re USACafes, L.P. Litigation, 600 A.2d 43, 47 (Del. Ch. 1991))
(internal quotation mark omitted).

12 Central Mortg. Co. v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Hldgs. LLC, 27 A.3d 531,
536 (Del. 2011); see also Winshall v. Viacom IntGl, Inc., 2013 WL 5526290, at *4
n.12 (Del. Oct. 7, 2013).

13 Price v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 26 A.3d 162, 166 (Del. 2011) (citing
Clinton v. Enter. Rent-A-Car Co., 977 A.2d 892, 895 (Del. 2009)).

14 See '?4@24<A&-127 + .G?@$ ,%.% C% 0B?<4?, 846 A.2d 963, 972 (Del. Ch. 2000)
(Steele, V.C., by designation).

15 Central Mortg., 27 A.3d at 535.
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A. Contract Claims

The Complaint contains four counts related to Sellersn alleged breaches of

contract: Count I for breach of contract; Count II for breach of warranty; Count III for

indemnification; and Count VIII for a declaratory judgment that Sellers breached the SPA

and that OSI is entitled to indemnification. Because the facts giving rise to these four

claims largely overlap, I consider them as a group.

At the outset, I find aUNa CG>n` O_RNPU \S dN__N[af PYNVZ V` Qb]YVPNaVcR of its breach

of contract claim and, therefore, should be dismissed. OSI alleges breach of warranty as

to exactly the same provisions of the SPA upon which it bases its breach of contract

claim. Any breach of an express warranty also would qualify as a breach of contract,

however, and the remedies available under either claim are equivalent. Furthermore, OSI

requests the same relief under both claims, namely, damages for the amount that it

overpaid under the SPA QbR a\ GRYYR_`n O_RNPUR` \S aUR _RYRcN[a provisions. A court may

decline to consider a claim that is identical to or redundant with another.16 The Court

exercises that discretion here to dismiss the breach of warranty claim (Count II).

I also note that, in their briefs and at argument, Sellers did not specifically

challenge CG>n` PYNVZ S\_ N QRPYN_Na\_f WbQTZR[a that Sellers had breached the SPA and

16 See Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Tremont Gp. Hldgs., Inc., 2012 WL 6632681, at *18
(Del. Ch. Dec. 20, 2012) (dismissing a negligent misrepresentation claim as
duplicative of a fraud claim) (citing Triton Const. Co. v. E. Shore Elec. Servs.,
Inc., 2009 WL 1387115, at *17 (Del. Ch. May 18, 2009) (declining to consider a
civil conspiracy claim because it would be redundant of the relief for aiding and
abetting), 155G3, 988 A.2d 938 (Del. 2010) (TABLE)).
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that, as a result, OSI was entitled to indemnification. Instead, Sellers appear to argue that

this claim (Count VIII) should be dismissed because OSI has failed to state claims for

breach of contract and indemnification, the alleged wrongs underlying its request for a

declaratory judgment. My determination as to whether OSI has stated a claim for a

declaratory judgment, therefore, is dependent upon my determinations as to the viability

of these other claims. T\ aUR ReaR[a aUNa > QR[f aUR A\aV\[ a\ 8V`ZV`` N` a\ CG>n` PYNVZ`

for breach of contract and i[QRZ[VSVPNaV\[( > NY`\ QR[f aUR A\aV\[ N` a\ CG>n` _R^bR`a S\_

a declaratory judgment. In that context, I consider next CG>n` PYNVZ` S\_ O_RNPU \S

contract and indemnification.

1. Breach of Contract

To establish a breach of contract claim, a party must prove: (1) the existence of a

contract; (2) the breach of an obligation imposed by the contract; and (3) damages that

the plaintiff suffered as a result of the breach.17 In this action, the existence of a valid

contract between OSI and Sellers is uncontested. Thus, to determine whether OSI has

stated claims for breach of contract, I focus on whether OSI adequately has pled the

elements of breach and damages as to the various provisions of the SPA that it alleges

have been violated.

OSI alleges that it is entitled, under the SPA, to be indemnified by Sellers for

damages resulting from four main categories of contractual breaches. These are: (1)

17 See Bakerman v. Sidney Frank Importing Co., 2006 WL 3927242, at *19 (Del. Ch.
Oct. 10, 2006).
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GRYYR_`n ZN[V]bYNaV\[ and concealment of financial information before the Closing in the

pre-effective and post-effective periods; (2' 9[PRYVbZn` Y\`` \S ad\ `NYR`]R\]YR; (3)

9[PRYVbZn` b[QV`PY\`RQ YVNOVYVaVR` b[QR_ the PAFB Contract; and (4' 9[PRYVbZn`

accumulation of excess inventory of GreenBus I based products. I examine the

allegations in each category to determine whether those allegations support a claim for

breach of any of aUR GD5n` ]_\cV`V\[`)

a. Manipulation and concealment of financial information

1. In the pre-effective period

OSI alleges that Sellers inflated 9[PRYVbZn` sales results from Second Quarter

2011, and that they improperly manipulated and concealed the financial condition, results

of operations, cash flows, and working capital of Encelium leading up to the Closing, in

order to give the impression that the Company was doing better than it actually was. OSI

contends that these actions breached numerous provisions of the SPA, including Sections

3.5(b) (warranting the accuracy of the financial statements), 3.5(c) (warranting that the

Company had been run in the ordinary course of business and that there were no Material

Adverse Changes), 3.7 (warranting that there were no Material Adverse Effects), and

3.35 (dN__N[aV[T aUR NPPb_NPf N[Q P\Z]YRaR[R`` \S GRYYR_`n \aUR_ _R]_R`R[aNaV\[` N[Q

warranties).

GRYYR_` N_TbR aUNa CG>n` NYYRTNaV\[` aUNa GRYYR_` V[SYNaRQ aUR 7\Z]N[fn`

performance in Second Quarter 2011 and manipulated and concealed the financial

information of the Company are conclusory and unsupported by specific allegations and,

therefore, should be dismissed.
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I find that OSI, through its allegations of financial manipulation, adequately has

pled breaches of Sections 3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.7, and 3.35. Although Sellers criticize CG>n`

allegations as conclusory, OSI pled specific facts to support its claim that Sellers

manipulated Enceliumn` SV[N[PVNY V[S\_ZNaV\[ and sales results. CG>n` NYYRTNaV\[`

suggest, for example, that, in Second Quarter 2011 and in the period leading up to the

Effective Date, Sellers inflated revenues by billing and shipping excess product, without

applying proper credits or discounts. OSI alleges that Sellers then delayed issuing

payment invoices to customers, presumably to delay any protests against the shipment of

that excess merchandise. Sellers allegedly NY`\ ZN[V]bYNaRQ aUR 7\Z]N[fn` SV[N[PVNY

information by altering the size and nature of the CompN[fn` Ob`V[R`` `RTZR[a`.

Taking CG>n` well-pled factual allegations as true, it is reasonably conceivable that

OSI could succeed V[ QRZ\[`a_NaV[T aUNa GRYYR_`n V[SYNaV\[ \S `NYR`( SV[N[PVNY

ZN[V]bYNaV\[( N[Q Z\QVSVPNaV\[ \S aUR 7\Z]N[fn` Ob`V[R`` `RTZR[a` _R`bYaRQ V[ SV[N[PVNY

`aNaRZR[a` aUNa dR_R [\a kP\__RPa N[Q P\Z]YRaRl N[Q QVQ [\a kSNV_Yf ]_R`R[a aUR SV[N[PVNY

P\[QVaV\[l \S aUR 7\Z]N[f, thereby breaching Section 3.5(b). OSI also alleges that, in

order to bring about the SPA, Sellers restructured aUR 7\Z]N[fn` Ob`V[R`` `RTZR[a` and

manipulated its financial information in a way that was unsustainable. One reasonably

could infer that these actions dR_R [\a aNXR[ kV[ aUR \_QV[N_f P\b_`R \S the Acquired

7\Z]N[VR`n Business consistent with past custom and practice,l and, therefore, caused a

violation of Section 3.5(c).

There is also a reasonable possibility that OSI could demonstrate that the changes

V[ 9[PRYVbZn` Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR` in the period leading up to the Effective Date could be
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expected to ]_\QbPR N kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 7UN[TRl \_ a\ have a kMaterial Adverse Effectl

on the long-term performance of the Company, breaching the representations of Sections

3.5(c) and 3.7 of the SPA. I[QR_ aUR P\[a_NPa( kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPal N[Q kANaR_VNY

5QcR_`R 7UN[TRl N_R QRSV[RQ a\ ZRN[ kN[f RSSRPa \_ PUN[TR ) ) ) aUNa d\bYQ OR ZNaR_VNYYf

adverse to the Business, assets, condition (financial or otherwise), results or operations of

the Acquired Companies.l18

It is reasonably conceivable aUNa GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ NPa` \S SV[N[PVNY ZN[V]bYNaV\[

could produce consequences that are materially adverse to the Company. For example,

GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ ]_NPaVPR \S billing and shipping excess product, without applying the

proper credits or discount, could have a materially adverse effect on the financial

condition of the Company when the excess product is returned and revenues are reduced.

Furthermore, it is possible that OSI could demonstrate that Sellersn restructuring of the

7\Z]N[fn` Ousiness segments produced short-term financial gains at the cost of long-

term viability, thereby resulting in a materially adverse effect on the business and

operations of the Company. HUR`R aUR\_VR` N_R O\Y`aR_RQ Of aUR SNPa aUNa 9[PRYVbZn`

actual sales results dropped precipitously between Second Quarter 2011, when the

financial manipulation allegedly began, and Third Quarter 2011.

I conclude, therefore, that under a reasonably conceivable set of circumstances,

OSI could prove that Sellers breached the representations and warranties contained in

18 SPA § 1.1. kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 7UN[TRl N[Q kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPal N_R defined
equivalently under the SPA and, therefore, are used interchangeably at various
points in this Memorandum Opinion.
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Sections 3.5(b), 3.5(c), and 3.7 of the SPA. These breaches would result, as well, in a

breach of Section 3.35, which is a guarantee of the truthfulness and completeness of

GRYYR_`n representations and warranties in the SPA.

It also is reasonably conceivable that OSI could prove damages resulting from

these breaches. The financial manipulation that is alleged to have resulted in breaches of

Sections 3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.7, and 3.35 made the Company appear to be more successful

than it actually was in the period leading up to the Execution. GRYYR_`n ZV`P\[QbPa,

therefore, may have caused OSI to agree to pay more for the Company than it otherwise

would have. An increase in the purchase price would be a foreseeable consequence of

the breaches that OSI alleges, and OSI therefore could claim the amount of any

overpayment as damages under the SPA.

Thus, OSI has stated claims for breach of contract as to Sections 3.5(b), 3.5(c),

3.7, and 3.35 of the SPA.

2. In the post-effective period

OSI accuses Sellers of committing additional breaches of the SPA by

manipulating and concealing financial information during the post-effective period before

the Closing. Sellers had forecasted that Encelium would make approximately $4 million

in sales in Third Quarter 2011. Instead, Encelium made approximately $2 million in

sales in that period. The parties executed the SPA on September 30, 2011, the last day of

the Third Quarter. OSI alleges that between the Execution and the Closing, Sellers

learned of 9[PRYVbZn` NPabNY `NYR` [bZOR_` S\_ HUV_Q EbN_aR_ ,*++ N[Q( aUR_RS\_R( knew

that the Company had underperformed significantly compared to its forecasts.
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Nonetheless, Sellers did not disclose that information to OSI before the Closing. OSI

also avers that the financial manipulation that it alleges began in Second Quarter 2011

continued until the Closing.

Based on these factual allegations, CG> N_TbR` aUNa GRYYR_`n NPaV\[` O_RNPURQ aUR

covenants in Sections 6.1 and 6.4 of the SPA. Those covenants required Sellers to

operate Encelium in the ordinary course of business in the two weeks between the

Execution and the Closing, and to inform OSI of anything occurring in that two-week

period that might produce a Material Adverse Effect. Sellers deny that OSI has stated a

claim under Sections 6.1 and 6.4, arguing that the actions that OSI challenges as outside

of the ordinary course of business occurred before the Effective Date and the 7\Z]N[fn`

mere failure to meet sales forecasts did not rise to the level of a Material Adverse Effect.

Having considered the allegations in the Complaint and the arguments of both

sides, I find that OSI has pled sufficient facts that, if proven, could support a reasonable

V[SR_R[PR aUNa GRYYR_`n P\[QbPa Qb_V[T aUR post-effective period before the Closing

breached their obligations under Sections 6.1 and 6.4 of the SPA. As determined in the

preceding section, OSI adequately has pled that Sellers breached their obligations under

Section 3.5(c) by causing Encelium, in the pre-effective period, to engage in conduct that

was outside of the ordinary course of its business, such as shipping excess product and

holding payment invoices. If this conduct continued until the Closing, as OSI alleges,

then, for the same reasons as previously articulated, it is reasonably conceivable that such

conduct also would constitute a breach of the ordinary course provision, Section 6.1,

directly applicable to the period between the Execution and the Closing.
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Furthermore, OSI alleges that Sellers learned, during the post-effective period

before the Closing, if not earlier, that Encelium had achieved only about half of the $4

million in sales that Sellers had forecasted for that period, yet Sellers did not disclose this

information to OSI. Under Section 6.4, Sellers had an obligation to inform OSI of any

fact occurring between the Execution and the Closing that would trigger a Material

Adverse Effect. The fact that the Company had made only half of its forecasted sales in

Third Quarter 2011, and therefore had achieved $2 million less in revenues, reasonably

could be interpreted as reflecting a change in cirPbZ`aN[PR` aUNa dN` kZNaR_VNYYf NQcR_`R

a\ aUR 6b`V[R``( ) ) ) _R`bYa`L( N[QM \]R_NaV\[` \S aUR 5P^bV_RQ 7\Z]N[VR`)l OSI thus has

adequately pled breaches by Sellers of Sections 6.1 and 6.4 of the SPA.

Moreover, for similar reasons to those stated in the preceding section, I find that it

is reasonably conceivable that OSI could prove damages resulting from these breaches.

The financial manipulation and concealment that are alleged to have resulted in breaches

of Sections 6.1 and 6.4 made the Company appear to be more successful than it was in

the period leading up to the Closing. Therefore, it is reasonably conceivable that, due to

GRYYR_`n ZV`P\[QbPa, OSI suffered damages by overpaying for the Company.

I find, therefore, that OSI has stated claims for breach of contract as to Sections

6.1 and 6.4 of the SPA.

b. Loss of two salespeople

OSI alleges that Lisa Scholl and Neil Schroder, together, were responsible for

N]]_\eVZNaRYf -,% \S 9[PRYVbZn` ,*++ `NYR` S\_RPN`a) GPU\YY N[Q GPU_\QR_( U\dRcR_(

left the Company before the Effective Date. OSI claims that the departure of these two
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employees constituted a Material Adverse Change or Effect, and that GRYYR_`n SNVYb_R a\

disclose those departures to OSI therefore breached Sections 3.5(c) and 3.7 of the SPA.

Sellers argue that OSI fails to state a claim on this issue, because turnover is a

normal part of every business and the departure of two employees i even employees

whose departure will affect forecasted sales i is not an event that requires disclosure.

Rather, Sellers contend that ab_[\cR_ V` N PUN[TR _RYNaV[T a\ kTR[R_NY Ob`V[R`` \_

RP\[\ZVP P\[QVaV\[`(l19 and therefore does not qualify as a Material Adverse Effect or

7UN[TR) ;b_aUR_Z\_R( GRYYR_` [\aR aUNa GPU\YY N[Q GPU_\QR_ dR_R [\a YV`aRQ N` k?Rf

PersonneYl b[QR_ aUR GD5)20 Lastly, Sellers assert that the departures of Scholl and

Schroder, in fact, were disclosed to OSI, because Scholl and Schroder were not included

\[ aUR YV`a \S 9[PRYVbZn` Pb__R[a RZ]Y\fRR` V[ GPURQbYR -)+0&N' of the SPA.21

As an initial matter, at this early stage of the proceedings, I am not persuaded by

GRYYR_`n argument that the loss of Scholl and Schroder as employees falls under the carve-

out for kTR[R_NY business or economic conditionsl in the definitions of Material Adverse

Change and Material Adverse Effect. Such carve-outs typically are intended to insulate

sellers from liability for losses that result from general economic or industry-wide

downturns, rather than occurrences specific to a company. It is reasonably conceivable,

19 GD5 h +)+ &QRSV[VaV\[ \S kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`R 9SSRPal N[Q kANaR_VNY 5QcR_`e
7UN[TRl')

20 Id. &QRSV[VaV\[ \S k?Rf DR_`\[[RYl'.

21 8RS`)n FR]Yf 6_) 9e) +) HUV` `PURQbYR YV`aRQ aUR 5P^bV_RQ 7\Z]N[VR`n RZ]Y\fRR`
as of the Effective Date, September 30, 2011. SPA § 3.16(a).
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therefore, that the carve-\ba d\bYQ [\a N]]Yf a\ 9[PRYVbZn` Y\`` \S `]RPVSVP RZ]Y\fRR`

such as Scholl and Schroder, absent evidence that those departures were related to some

larger economic trend.

The fact that Scholl and Schroder were not on the list of 9[PRYVbZn` Pb__R[a

employees in Schedule 3.16(a) undercuts any argument by OSI that Sellers actively tried

to conceal the fact that Scholl and Schroder had left the Company. If, however, the loss

of Scholl and Schroder reasonably would be expected to result in a Material Adverse

Change, Section 3.7 of the SPA required Sellers affirmatively to disclose their departure.

Without the benefit of a more complete record, I am unwilling to say definitively that

GPU\YY N[Q GPU_\QR_n` NO`R[PR S_\Z GPURQbYR -)+0&N'( without more, was enough to

`NaV`Sf GRYYR_`n \OYVTNaV\[` b[QR_ GRPaV\[ -)1 \_ a\ ]_\cVQR CG> dVaU `bSSVPVR[a [\aVPR a\

preclude, as a matter of law, its claims regarding the loss of those two employees. This

determination is without prejudice, however, t\ GRYYR_`n NOVYVaf a\ ZNXR N[Q `b]]YRZR[a

this argument in future stages of this litigation.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, I consider it unlikely that OSI will be able to

demonstrate that 9[PRYVbZn` Y\`` \S Scholl and Schroder as employees constituted a

Material Adverse Change or Effect for purposes of Sections 3.5(c) and 3.7. As Sellers

suggest, employee turnover is a regular occurrence in business and the departure of

employees, therefore, typically does not rise to the level of a Material Adverse Change.

Here, the significance of Scholl and Schroder to Encelium was based upon their projected

sales performances. Projected sales, however, are by their nature speculative and

uncertain to be achieved. Furthermore( CG>n` assertions as to the material importance of
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Scholl and Schroder are undermined by the fact that OSI did not negotiate to have them

included in the list of Key Employees in Section 1.1 of the SPA.

Based on the foregoing, I consider it questionable whether OSI could state a claim

for breach of Sections 3.5(c) and 3.7 based solely on the departure of Scholl and

Schroder. Nonetheless, I decline to dismiss this N`]RPa \S CG>n` claim for several

reasons. First, I note that I already have held that OSI has independently stated a claim

for b_RNPU \S GRPaV\[` -)/&P' N[Q -)1 N_V`V[T S_\Z GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ ZN[V]bYNaV\[ \S

9[PRYVbZn` SV[N[PVNY V[S\_ZNaV\[ V[ aUR ]_R-effective period. The allegations regarding

Scholl and Schroder simply buttress that claim. I also am cognizant of the minimal

threshold that a claim must meet to survive a motion to dismiss. Although it is unlikely

that OSI would be able to show that the loss of Scholl and Schroder alone rose to the

level of a Material Adverse Change, I am reluctant to say that OSI could not prevail in

making this showing b[QR_ N[f k_RN`\[NOYf P\[PRVcNOYR `Ra \S PV_PbZ`aN[PR` susceptible

of proof)l22

Another factor in my determination is the fact that dismissing this claim now

would be unlikely to substantially benefit the parties or to serve the interests of judicial

economy. OSI has advanced a claim for indemnification based on the same allegations

22 Central Mortg. Co. v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Hldgs. LLC, 27 A.3d 531,
536 (Del. 2011). For example, if OSI were to establish that Scholl and Schroder
were essential members of the Encelium sales force who, due to their skills and
qualifications, effectively were irreplaceable, it is conceivable that their departure
P\bYQ OR QRRZRQ kZNaR_VNYYf NQcR_`R a\ aUR 6b`V[R``( ) ) ) _R`bYa`L( N[QM \]R_NaV\[`l
of the Company, thus arguably meeting the requirements for a Material Adverse
Change. SPA § 1.1.
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that support its breach of contract claims.23 For purposes of indemnification, the

kmateriality scrapel in Section 9.4 serves to neutralize the effect of N[f kZNaR_VNYVaf

^bNYVSVR_`l V[ QRaR_ZV[V[T dURaUR_ aUR_R UNcR ORR[ V[QRZ[VSVNOYR O_RNPUR` \S aUR

representations and warranties in the SPA. Thus, even if the Court were to dismiss this

breach of contract claim on the grounds that the loss of Scholl and Schroder was not a

Material Adverse Change, aUR 7\b_a d\bYQ UNcR a\ VT[\_R aUR NQWRPaVcR kZNaR_VNYl V[

evaluating the sufficiency of CG>n` P\__R`]\[QV[T V[QRZ[VSVPNaV\[ PYNVZ) That is, the

Court would OR _R^bV_RQ a\ b]U\YQ CG>n` PYNVZ S\_ indemnification based on the

departure of Scholl and Schroder, if that departure conceivably could be shown to

constitute even an immaterial adverse change. The fact that the parties likely would have

a\ YVaVTNaR aUR ZR_Va` \S CG>n` V[QRZ[VSVPNaV\[ PYNVZ N_V`V[T S_\Z aUR loss of Scholl and

Schroder as employees, even if this breach of contract claim were dismissed,

substantially diminishes any benefit that might be achieved by granting dismissal at this

early stage of the proceedings.

Thus, I QR[f GRYYR_`n A\aV\[ a\ 8V`ZV`` CG>n` PYNVZ aUNa the loss of Scholl and

Schroder resulted in a breach of Sections 3.5(c) and 3.7.

c. Obligations under the PAFB Contract

OSI brings an additional breach of contract claim based on Enceliumn` obligation

under the PAFB Contract to integrate its Lighting Control System with LonTalk. OSI

23 Compl. ¶¶ 85i2*) > QV`Pb`` CG>n` PYNVZ` S\_ V[QRZ[VSVPation in greater detail
infra in Part II.A.2.
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claims that this obligation amounts to a liability under the SPA, and that Sellers violated

Section 3.6 of the SPA because this liability was not: (a) accrued or reserved against on

aUR >[aR_VZ 6NYN[PR GURRa4 &O' V[Pb__RQ V[ aUR \_QV[N_f P\b_`R \S Ob`V[R`` after June 30,

20114 \_ &P' `Ra S\_aU \[ aUR `PURQbYR` NaaNPURQ a\ aUR GD5)

I determine first aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` \OYVTNaV\[ a\ V[aRT_NaR its Lighting Control

System with LonTalk qualifies as a liability under the SPA. The SPA broadly defines

YVNOVYVaf a\ V[PYbQR kN[f 8ROa( \OYVTNaV\[( Qbaf \_ YVNOVYVaf \S N[f [Nab_R( V[PYbQV[T ) ) )

P\`a` N[Q Re]R[`R`)l 5` \S aUR 7Y\`V[T( 9[PRYVbZn` Lighting Control System had never

interfaced with LonTalk and developing this capability would require a significant

investment of time and resources. The requirement that Encelium integrate its Lighting

Control System with LonTalk, therefore, constituted both a cost and an obligation under

the PAFB Contract. Thus, that requirement qualifies as a liability under the SPA.

Sellers nonetheless argue that OSI has failed to state a claim. Sellers contend first

that 9[PRYVbZn` \OYVTNaV\[ a\ V[aRT_NaR dVaU @\[HNYX dN` V[Purred in the ordinary course

of business and, therefore, did not constitute a breach of Section 3.6, even if it was not

disclosed. In addition, Sellers assert that CG> dN` SbYYf NdN_R \S 9[PRYVbZn` _VTUa` N[Q

obligations under the PAFB Contract before the Execution. Specifically, Sellers allege

that all documents relevant to the PAFB Contract were disclosed or made available to

OSI before the Effective Date, thereby satisfying any disclosure obligation that might

exist under Section 3.6.

For purposes of their motion to dismiss, GRYYR_`n arguments are unpersuasive. As

a\ GRYYR_`n contention that Encelium incurred the liability resulting from the PAFB
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Contract in the ordinary course of business, only liabilities incurred in the ordinary course

after June 30, 2011 are exempt from the accounting and disclosure requirements of

GRPaV\[ -)0) CG> NYYRTR` aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` liability under the PAFB Contract was incurred

in March 2011, when Encelium accepted a purchase order from PAFB that included the

relevant obligation) HNXV[T CG>n` dRYY-pled allegations as true, Encelium incurred the

obligation under the PAFB Contract before June 30, 2011 and, therefore, that obligation

had to be accounted for and disclosed under Section 3.6.

Sellers also assert that they previously disclosed all information relevant to the

7\Z]N[fn` \OYVTNaV\[` a\ D5;6. TUR ReaR[a \S GRYYR_`n QV`PY\`b_R` N[Q CG>n`

knowledge before the Effective Date, however, are factual questions that cannot be

resolved on a motion to dismiss. Furthermore, the SPA requires all liabilities that have

been incurred before June 30, 2011 to be either: (1) accounted for on the Interim Balance

Sheet, or (2) set forth on the schedules attached to the SPA. Thus, even if Sellers did

disclose documents related to the CoZ]N[fn` \OYVTNaV\[` to PAFB before the Effective

Date, those disclosures conceivably might not satisfy GRYYR_`n obligations under the SPA.

As to damages, I consider it _RN`\[NOYf P\[PRVcNOYR aUNa GRYYR_`n NYYRged failure to

comply with the applicable disclosure requirements could support a claim for damages,

as it may have caused OSI to underestimate the extent of Enceliumn` YVNOVYVaVR` ORS\_R aUR

Execution and the Closing and, therefore, to pay more for Encelium than it otherwise

would have. For these reasons, I conclude that OSI has stated a claim for breach of

Section 3.6 by Sellers.
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d. Excess inventory of GreenBus I based products

Section 3.20 of the SPA states that the inventory of the Acquired Companies is

disclosed accurately N[Q V` k\S N ^bN[aVaf( ^bNYity and mix as are historically consistent

dVaU ]N`a Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR`)l CG> NYYRTR` aUNa GRYYR_` O_RNPURQ aUV` dN__N[af Of

k_NZ]V[T b] V[cR[a\_f \S Va` [GreenBus I] based product from the $400,000 level to [the]

NYZ\`a $+(***(*** YRcRYl N` \S aUR 7Y\`V[g.24 According to OSI, due to the anticipated

launch of GreenBus II, this accumulation of product inventory was detrimental to

Encelium, because the Company might be unable to sell $1 million worth of inventory

based on outdated technology.

Sellers assert that OSI has failed to assert a breach of Section 3.20, because OSI

did [\a ZNXR N[f `]RPVSVP NYYRTNaV\[` N` a\ 9[PRYVbZn` k]N`a Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR`)l

According to Sellers, the fact that inventory levels of GreenBus I based technology were

higher at the Closing than they were at some point before the Closing is insufficient to

support a reasonable inference that the higher inventory level represented a deviation

from historical patterns.

I disagree. Based on the minimal threshold needed to survive a motion to dismiss,

OSI adequately has pled a breach of Section 3.20. CG>n` factual allegations support a

weak, but plausible, V[SR_R[PR aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` ]N`a Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR dN` a\ ZNV[aNV[ N

lower level of GreenBus I based technology than it possessed at Closing. It is, therefore,

_RN`\[NOYf P\[PRVcNOYR aUNa CG> P\bYQ `U\d aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` V[cR[a\_f Na aUR aVZR \S

24 Compl. ¶ 71.
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7Y\`V[T dN` [\a \S kN ^bN[aVaf( ^bNYVaf N[Q ZVe N` LdR_RM UV`a\_VPNYYf P\[`V`aR[a dVaU ]N`a

Ob`V[R`` ]_NPaVPR`)l It is also reasonably conceivable that, because of the release of

GreenBus II, OSI will be affected adversely by having to write off some portion of the

excess GreenBus I based inventory. For these reasons, I find that OSI has stated a claim

for breach of Section 3.20 of the SPA.

2. Indemnification

CG>n` _VTUa a\ V[QRZ[VSVPNaV\[ S\_ QNZNTR` PNb`RQ Of O_RNPUR` \S aUR GD5 V` ZNQR

explicit in Section 9.2. In that provision, Sellers agreed to indemnify OSI for any losses

or damages it might suffer due to inaccuracies in the representations and warranties

contained in Article 3 of the SPA, or due to breaches by Sellers or the Acquired

Companies of their covenants under the agreement. Section 9.. V[PYbQR` N kZNaR_VNYVaf

scrape,l which provides that, for indemnification purposes, materiality qualifiers will be

ignored in determining whether a representation or warranty has been breached, as well

as the corresponding amount of any damages. Section 9.3(a) establishes an

indemnification threshold. That section provides that Sellers will not have to indemnify

OSI for inaccuracies in the representations and warranties contained in Article 3 unless

the aggregate amount of indemnifiable damages attributable to those inaccuracies

exceeds $200,000, in which case Sellers will be liable for the full amount, subject to

various other limitations set forth in Section 9.3.

Above, I concluded that OSI has stated claims for breach of contract based on

alleged breaches by Sellers of the representations and warranties contained in Sections

3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.6, 3.7, 3.20, and 3.35 of the SPA. I also have determined that OSI has
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stated claims for breach of contract QbR a\ GRYYR_`n alleged breach of the covenants

contained in Sections 6.1 and 6.4. Under Section 9.2, Sellers have an obligation to

indemnify OSI for losses or damages resulting from each of these alleged breaches.

Because I have found that OSI has stated a claim for breach of these sections even

accounting for their materiality qualifiers, my determination as to whether a claim for

indemnification has been stated is [\a QR]R[QR[a b]\[ aUR N]]YVPNaV\[ \S aUR kZNaR_VNYVaf

`P_N]Rl V[ GRPaV\[ 2).)

OSI alleges that it has suffered in excess of $8 million in damages due to GRYYR_`n

breaches of the $47 million SPA. 6N`RQ \[ CG>n` NYYRTNaV\[` of significant financial

manipulation and concealment of matters relevant to the substantial purchase price

agreed to in the SPA, I find it reasonably conceivable that OSI could demonstrate at least

$200,000 in damages. For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that OSI has stated a claim

for indemnification under Article 9, arising from the alleged breaches by Sellers of

Sections 3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.6, 3.7, 3.20, 3.35, 6.1, and 6.4 of the SPA. I therefore deny

GRYYR_`n A\aV\[ a\ 8V`ZV`` N` a\ 7\b[a > S\_ O_RNPU \S P\[a_NPa N[Q 7\unt III for

indemnification.

B. Tort Claims

The Complaint contains three counts related to fraud: Count IV for equitable

fraud; Count V for fraud (also known as common law or legal fraud); and Count VI for

negligent misrepresentation. I decide, in turn, whether OSI has stated claims for fraud,

equitable fraud, and negligent misrepresentation. I then NQQ_R`` GRYYR_`n N_TbZR[a` aUNa

CG>n` S_NbQ-related claims should be dismissed because OSI improperly is attempting to
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kO\\a`a_N]l N O_RNPU \S P\[a_NPa PYNVZ V[ao a fraud claim and, further, is seeking to

R`aNOYV`U kS_NbQ Of UV[Q`VTUa)l

1. Fraud

The elements of fraud under Delaware law are: (1) a false representation, usually

one of fact, made by the defendant; (2) the defendantns knowledge or belief that the

representation was false, or was made with reckless indifference to the truth; (3) an intent

to induce the plaintiff to act or to refrain from acting; (4) the plaintiffns action or inaction

taken in justifiable reliance upon the representation; and (5) damage to the plaintiff as a

result of such reliance.25

5QQVaV\[NYYf( 7\b_a \S 7UN[PR_f FbYR 2&O' _R^bV_R` aUNa kLVM[ NYY NcR_ZR[a` \S

fraud or mistake, the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake shall be stated with

]N_aVPbYN_Vaf)l HUNa V`( kLaM\ `NaV`Sf FbYR 9(b), a complaint must allege: (1) the time,

place, and contents of the false representation; (2) the identity of the person making the

_R]_R`R[aNaV\[4 N[Q &-' dUNa aUR ]R_`\[ V[aR[QRQ a\ TNV[ Of ZNXV[T aUR _R]_R`R[aNaV\[`)l26

Conditions of mind, however, such as malice, intent, and knowledge, may be averred

generally.27 Essentially, the particularity requirement obligates plaintiffs to allege the

25 Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Tremont Gp. Hldgs., Inc., 2012 WL 6632681, at *16 (Del.
Ch. Dec. 20, 2012) (citing Gaffin v. Teledyne, Inc., 611 A.2d 467, 472 (Del.
1992)).

26 Id. (quoting Narrowstep, Inc. v. Onstream Media Corp., 2010 WL 5422405, at
*12 (Del. Ch. Dec. 22, 2010)) (internal quotation marks omitted).

27 Ct. Ch. R. 9(b).
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circumstances of the S_NbQ kdVaU QRaNVY `bSSVPVR[a a\ N]]_V`R aUR QRSR[QN[a \S aUR ON`V` S\_

aUR PYNVZ)l28

Seller` P\[aR[Q aUNa CG>n` S_NbQ PYNVZ SNVYs to meet the particularity requirements

of Rule 9(b) and does not satisfy the first two elements of common law fraud.

G]RPVSVPNYYf( GRYYR_` N_TbR aUNa CG>n` S_NbQ PYNVZ V` kQRc\VQ \S QRaNVY _RTN_QV[T aUR maVZR(

place, N[Q P\[aR[a`n \S aUR NYYRTRQ ZV`_R]_R`R[aNaV\[` \[ dUVPU aUR S_NbQ PYNVZ` N_R

ON`RQ)l29 Sellers also assert aUNa CG>n` NYYRTNaV\[ in the Complaint aUNa GRYYR_` kX[Rd \_

`U\bYQ UNcR X[\d[l aUNa aURV_ SV[N[PVNY `aNaRZR[a` N[Q `NYR` S\_RPN`a` dR_R SNY`R dUR[

made30 do not plead the state of mind required for fraud.

B\adVaU`aN[QV[T GRYYR_`n N_TbZR[as, I find that OSI has alleged with particularity

facts supporting a claim of fraud. OSI claims that Sellers committed fraud by making

kLSNY`RM _R]_R`R[aNaV\[` ) ) . to OSI regarding the business, financial condition, operating

results, income and Re]R[`R` \S 9[PRYVbZn` Ob`V[R``(l31 N[Q Of kV[aR[aV\[NYYf ZNLXV[TM

SNY`R `aNaRZR[a` a\ CG> Qb_V[T aUR QbR QVYVTR[PR _RYNaV[T a\ aUR a_N[`NPaV\[)l32 In this

vein, OSI pled that Sellers intentionally inflated the sales figures, and otherwise

manipulated the financial statements, for Second Quarter 2011 to make it appear as

28 Metro. Life Ins., 2012 WL 6632681, at *16 (quoting Narrowstep, 2010 WL
5422405, at *12) (internal quotation marks omitted).

29 8RS`)n C]ening Br. 8.

30 Compl. ¶ 99.

31 Id. ¶ 98.

32 Id. ¶ 101.
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though the Company had met its forecasts and was more successful than it actually was.33

The Complaint specifies several of the techniques used to achieve this financial

manipulation, including: billing and shipping excess product to create reportable revenue

(without disclosing the credits or discounts to be applied), holding invoices for payment,

and alterinT aUR 7\Z]N[fn` Ob`V[R`` `RTZR[a`. I therefore find that OSI has alleged the

kaVZR( ]YNPR( N[Q P\[aR[a`l \S ZV`_R]_R`R[aNaV\[` Of GRYYR_` that support a claim for

fraud, at least with respect to the reported sales results and financial statements for

Second Quarter 2011.

At argument, OSI also suggested that Sellers committed fraud by not disclosing, in

the post-effective period before the Closing, that the actual sales results for Third Quarter

2011 were 50% below what had been forecasted.34 OSI does not allege that Sellers made

any false statements with respect to the actual sales in Third Quarter 2011; instead, it

argues that Sellers remained silent when they had a duty to speak. OSI appears to

contend that Sellers had a duty to disclose the underperformance in Third Quarter 2011

because otherwise their previous sales forecast for that period would have been

misleading. A sales forecast, however, is a prediction or statement of opinion about what

33 At argument, OSI also attempted to support its fraud claim by arguing that Sellers
kV[aR[aV\[NYYf dVaUURYQ V[S\_ZNaV\[ NO\ba aUR _R`VT[NaV\[` \S LGPU\YY N[Q
GPU_\QR_)Ml H_) //. The fact that Scholl and Schroder were not included in the list
\S 9[PRYVbZn` Pb__R[a RZ]Y\fRR` V[ GPURQbYR -)+0&N' \S aUR GD5( U\dRcR_(
RSSRPaVcRYf [RTNaR` CG>n` NYYRTNaV\[` aUNa GRYYR_` V[aR[aV\[NYYf dR_R a_fV[T a\
conceal their departure. Therefore, I have assigned no weight to this argument in
determining whether OSI has stated a claim for fraud.

34 See Tr. 54i55.
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will occur in the future, N[Q kL\Mpinions and statements as to probable future results are

not generally fraudulent even though they relate to material matters.l35 It follows that

later failing to disclose information to correct an earlier forecast also is not actionable in

fraud.36 Therefore, I find that OSI has failed to state a claim for fraud predicated on

Sellersn failure to disclose the actual sales results from Third Quarter 2011.

As to the state of mind required for fraud, Sellers correctly note that a mere

allegation that a defendant kknew or should have knownl about a false statement is not

sufficient to plead the requisite state of mind.37 As previously discussed, however, OSI

also alleges that Sellers actively participated in manipulating the 7\Z]N[fn` GRP\[Q

Quarter 2011 sales results and financial statements to make the Company appear

stronger. These allegations suggest that, at least as to those representations and the

corresponding warranty in the SPA, Sellers had actual knowledge that they were

materially false and misleading. The Complaint also avers that Sellers internally

35 Esso Standard Oil Co. v. Cunningham, 114 A.2d 380, 383 (Del. Ch. 1955). See
also Grunstein v. Silva, 2009 WL 4698541, at *13 (Del. Ch. Dec. 8, 2009)
(k[S]tatements which are merely promissory in nature and expressions as to what
will happen in the future are not [generally] NPaV\[NOYR N` S_NbQ)l) (quoting
Outdoor Techs., Inc. v. Allfirst Fin., Inc., 2001 WL 541472, at *4 (Del. Super.
Apr. 12, 2001)); 9 Stuart M. Speiser et al., The American Law of Torts § 32:27, at
266-67 (2009) (kL_MR]_R`R[aNaV\[` N` a\ dUNa dVYY OR ]R_S\_ZRQ \_ dVYY aNXR ]YNPR
V[ aUR Sbab_R N_R _RTN_QRQ N` ]_RQVPaV\[` N[Q UR[PR N_R [\a S_NbQbYR[a)l).

36 See BAE Sys. N. Am. Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 2004 WL 1739522, at *8
(Del. Ch. Aug. 3, 2004) (finding no duty to disclose to correct past predictive
statements regarding the likelihood of success in litigation.)

37
/AB274< C% (BAE *?44 +<AGl, Inc., 1996 WL 33167249, at *5 (Del. Super. Apr. 22,
1996).
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discussed, before the Closing, the possibility of buying product from Encelium to address

Va` kPN`U ]_\OYRZ(l which supports an inference that Sellers falsely were trying to bolster

the financial condition of the Company. Although state of mind can be alleged generally,

these allegations provide further support for the proposition that Sellers conceivably were

knowing participants in an effort to defraud OSI.38 I hold, therefore, that OSI adequately

has pled the state of mind required for fraud.

CG>n` ]N_aVPbYN_VgRQ NYYRTNaV\[` NY`\ `NaV`Sf aUR YN`a aU_RR RYRZR[a` \S S_NbQ) CG>

alleges that Sellers misrepresented the sales results and financial condition of the

Company in Second Quarter 2011 in anticipation of the SPA, to induce OSI to buy the

remaining stock of Encelium at an inflated price. OSI credibly avers that it reasonably

relied on the false financial information in purchasing the stock of Encelium.

Furthermore, Sellers specifically had warranted the accuracy of the CoZ]N[fn` SV[N[PVNY

statements. Lastly, OSI N``R_a` aUNa GRYYR_`n ZV`_R]_R`R[aNaV\[` N` a\ aUR SV[N[PVNY

condition of the Company informed the purchase price that was agreed to under the SPA,

38 6f P\[a_N`a( > NZ [\a P\[cV[PRQ aUNa aUR V[aR_[NY kPUN_NQRl RZNVY _RSR_R[PRQ V[ aUR
Complaint supports an inference of scienter. Although that email was not attached
to the Complaint, it was incorporated by reference and is therefore before me on
this Motion to Dismiss. See e4e, Inc. v. Sircar, 2003 WL 22455847, at *3 (Del.
Ch. Oct. 9, 2003). Having considered the full text of the email, I conclude that the
one sentence quoted in the Complaint is taken out of context and does not support
the proposition that OSI cites it for, namely, that Sellers had created a charade in
\_QR_ a\ QRS_NbQ CG>) 8RS`)n FR]Yf 6_) 9e) ,) >[QRRQ( aUR NbaU\_ \S aUR RZNVY
N]]RN_` a\ OR V[QVPNaV[T aUNa( ON`RQ \[ CG>n` ORUNcV\_ V[ [RT\aVNaV\ns, the notion
aUNa aUR GD5 QRNY NPabNYYf d\bYQ T\ aU_\bTU dN` N kPUN_NQRl aUNa dN` [\a d\_aU
maintaining, because it was too distracting a\ aUR 7\Z]N[fn` ZN[NTRZR[a)
Within that context, the email does not support a reasonable inference that Sellers
acted with scienter.
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and that, as a result, OSI paid substantially more for the remaining capital stock of

Encelium than it otherwise would have.

For the foregoing reasons, I find that OSI has pled the elements of fraud with

sufficient particularity ka\ N]]_V`R aUR QRSR[QN[a \S aUR ON`V` S\_ aUR PYNVZ)l OSI thus has

stated a claim for fraud.

2. Equitable Fraud

Equitable fraud is broader than common law fraud and kV[PYbQR` NYY dVYYSbY \_

intentional acts, omissions, and concealments which involve a breach in either legal or

equitable duty, trust, or confidence, and are injurious to another, or by which an undue or

b[P\[`PVR[aV\b` NQcN[aNTR \cR_ N[\aUR_ V` \OaNV[RQ)l39 Where the facts of the case

suggest an equitable reason to do so, this Court traditionally has loosened the pleading

and proof requirements for fraud by, among other things, removing the element of

`PVR[aR_( k_RSYRPaV[T Va` dVYYV[T[R`` a\ ]_\cVQR N _RZRQf S\_ [RTYVTR[a \_ V[[\PR[a

ZV`_R]_R`R[aNaV\[)l40 While certain requirements are relaxed, a plaintiff claiming

equitable fraud must sufficiently plead the existence of special equities, such as some

39 Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP, 984 A.2d 126, 144 (Del. Ch. 2009)
(quoting John Norton Pomeroy, A Treatise on Equity Jurisprudence § 873, at 422
(5th ed. 2002)) (internal quotation mark omitted).

40 Id. (quoting Donald J. Wolfe, Jr. & Michael A. Pittinger, Corporate and
Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery § 2.03[b][1], at 2-33
(2009)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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form of fiduciary relationship between the parties or other similar circumstances, which

common law fraud does not require.41

In Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP,42 this Court held that the doctrine of

equitable fraud was inapplicable under circumstances analogous to those present in this

case. The parties in Airborne were counterparties to an asset purchase agreement that

dN` [RT\aVNaRQ Na N_Zn` YR[TaU. The plaintiff, however, had not alleged the existence of a

fiduciary relationship or of any other special relationship of trust or confidence between

itself and the defendant. Moreover, both the plaintiff and defendant in Airborne were

sophisticated parties who were advised by competent counsel. Under those

circumstances, this Cou_a S\b[Q aUNa aUR_R dN` [\ kspecial circumstance that would merit

exercising this Court's equitable power to go beyond the traditional framework of

common law fraud)l43 This Court, therefore, granted judgment on the pleadings in favor

of the defendant on tUR ]YNV[aVSSn` R^bVaNOYR S_NbQ PYNVZ)

As in Airborne, this case involves counterparties to a purchase agreement that was

[RT\aVNaRQ Na N_Zn` YR[TaU) OSI has failed to allege any special relationship of trust or

confidence between itself and Sellers, and both OSI and Sellers are sophisticated parties

who had access to competent counsel during the transaction. Thus, for reasons analogous

41 See, e.g., Narrowstep, Inc. v. Onstream Media Corp., 2010 WL 5422405, at *13i
14 (Del. Ch. Dec. 22, 2010); Envo, Inc. v. Walters, 2009 WL 5173807, at *6 (Del.
Ch. Dec. 30, 2009); Airborne Health, Inc., 984 A.2d at 144.

42 984 A.2d at 144.

43 Id.
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to those articulated in Airborne, I find that OSI has failed to plead the existence of any

special equities in this case that would merit application of the doctrine of equitable

fraud. Accordingly, I grant the Motion to Dismiss as to this claim (Count IV).

3. Negligent Misrepresentation

A claim for negligent misrepresentation requires: (1) a particular duty to provide

accuratR V[S\_ZNaV\[( ON`RQ \[ aUR ]YNV[aVSSn` ]RPb[VN_f V[aR_R`a V[ aUNa V[S\_ZNaV\[4 &,'

the supplying of false information; (3) failure to exercise reasonable care in obtaining or

communicating information; and (4) a pecuniary loss caused by justifiable reliance on the

false information.44 kBRTYVTR[a ZV`_R]_R`R[aNaV\[ QVSSR_` S_\Z S_NbQ \[Yf V[ aUR YRcRY \S

scienter involved; fraud requires knowledge or reckless indifference rather than

[RTYVTR[PR)l45

I determined supra in Part II.B.1 that OSI has stated a claim for fraud arising from

GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ ZN[V]bYNaV\[ N[Q P\[PRNYZR[a \S SV[N[PVNY V[S\_ZNaV\[ V[ aUR ]R_V\Q

leading up to the Effective Date. In effect, therefore, I already have found that OSI has

pled all of the elements of negligent misrepresentation, except for the lesser scienter

requirement. It is reasonably conceivable, however, that OSI ultimately may be unable to

prove that Sellers intentionally or with reckless indifference provided false information,

44 Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Tremont Gp. Hldgs., Inc., 2012 WL 6632681, at *17 (Del.
Ch. Dec. 20, 2012) (citing HFM Wexford LLC v. Encorp, Inc., 832 A.2d 129, 147
n.44 (Del. Ch. 2003)).

45 Id. at *18 (quoting Glosser v. Cellcor, Inc., 1994 WL 593929, at *21 n.46 (Del.
Ch. Oct. 17, 1994)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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but will be able to prove that they were negligent in providing that information by, for

example, failing to ensure that the financial information provided to OSI was compliant

with applicable accounting principles. Therefore, I find that OSI has stated a claim for

negligent misrepresentation.

4. =$559897+66240> +4- =/7+;- ,< 124-82019>

Sellers advance two additional arguments for dismissing CG>n` fraud-related

claims. Specifically, Sellers accuse OSI of VZ]_\]R_Yf NaaRZ]aV[T a\ kO\\a`a_N]l N O_RNPU

of contract claim into a fraud claim and, further, of seeking a\ R`aNOYV`U kS_NbQ Of

UV[Q`VTUa)l46

8RYNdN_R YNd U\YQ` aUNa N ]YNV[aVSS kPN[[\a mbootstrapn a claim of breach of

contract into a claim of fraud merely by alleging that a contracting party never intended

a\ ]R_S\_Z Va` \OYVTNaV\[`)l47 Stated differently, a plaintiff cannot state a claim for fraud

`VZ]Yf Of NQQV[T aUR aR_Z kS_NbQbYR[aYf V[QbPRQl a\ N P\Z]YNV[a that states a claim for

breach of contract, or by alleging that the defendant never intended to abide by the

agreement at issue when the parties entered into it.48 Such bootstrapping is not present in

aUR N`]RPa` \S CG>n` S_NbQ PYNVZ` aUNa > UNcR S\b[Q cVNOYR, however, as OSI does not

argue in those instances that fraud should be inferred based solely on an alleged pre-

46 See 8RS`)n C]ening Br. 8i10.

47 Narrowstep, Inc. v. Onstream Media Corp., 2010 WL 5422405, at *15 (Del. Ch.
Dec. 22, 2010) (quoting +=A4D '=;;2G<@$ +<2% C% (45?84@, 1998 WL 914265, at *4
(Del. Ch. Dec. 21, 1998)) (internal quotation marks omitted).

48 Id. (citing Iotex, 1998 WL 914265, at *5).
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existing intent by Sellers to breach the contract. Instead, OSI has pointed to specific

misrepresentations by Sellers, including misrepresentations about the sales results and

financial condition of the Company made before the Execution of the SPA. For this

reason, I find tUNa CG>n` S_NbQ PYNVZ V` [\a N ZR_R O\\a`a_N] \S Va` O_RNPU \S P\[a_NPa

claim.

GRYYR_`n N_TbZR[a aUNa CG>n` S_NbQ PYNVZ V` ]_RZV`RQ b]\[ kS_NbQ Of UV[Q`VTUal V`

similarly unpersuasive. A claim improperly based on hindsight attempts to infer

fraudulent intent based solely on subsequent activity.49 OSI has not asked the Court to

infer pre-closing fraud from Defendantsn post-closing activities. Instead, OSI alleges that

Sellersn intentional manipulation of the financial condition of the Company in Second

Quarter 2011 resulted in fraudulent misrepresentations. In that regard, OSI relies on the

7\Z]N[fn` contemporaneous activities of allegedly selling excess product without

applying appropriate credits or discounts, holding invoices for payment, and

manipulating aUR 7\Z]N[fn` business segments, among other things.

HUR_RS\_R( > QR[f GRYYR_`n A\aV\[ a\ 8V`ZV`` N` a\ 7\b[a` J N[Q J> S\_ S_NbQ N[Q

negligent misrepresentation.

49 See, e.g., In r4 )<2=?4 '=;>BA4? '=?>% /G7=934?@ ,8A86%, 2000 WL 823373, at *8i9
(Del. Ch. June 16, 2000) (declining to infer pre-closing intent based solely on
post-closing actions); Sanders v. Devine, 1997 WL 599539, at *9 (Del. Ch. Sept.
24, 1997) (declining to infer fraudulent intent as of the date shares were issued
solely because those shares later were cashed out by the issuer'4 Noerr v.
Greenwood, 1997 WL 419633, at *5 (Del. Ch. July 16, 1997) (declining to infer
share price was misrepresented simply because of a later stock price increase).
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C. Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

Count VII of the Complaint is for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and

fair dealing &aUR kVZ]YVRQ P\cR[N[al'. HUR VZ]YVRQ P\cR[N[a kV[UR_R` V[ RcR_f P\[a_NPal

governed by Delaware law and mandates that parties to a contract refrain from arbitrary

or unreasonable conduct that prRcR[a` aUR \aUR_ ]N_af S_\Z _RPRVcV[T aUR kS_bVa` \S aUR

ON_TNV[)l50 When considering an implied covenant claim, a court must ask whether it is

kPYRN_ S_\Z dUNa dN` Re]_R``Yf NT_RRQ b]\[ aUNa aUR ]N_aVR` dU\ [RT\aVNaRQ aUR Re]_R``

terms of the contract would have agreed to proscribe the act later complained of as a

breach of the implied covenant of good faithjhad they thought to negotiate with respect

a\ aUNa ZNaaR_)l51 A valid implied covenant claim, however, requires more than general

allegations of bad faith conduct. The plaintiff must allege a specific implied contractual

obligation and a breach of that obligation that precluded the plaintiff from enjoying their

reasonable expectations of the bargain.52

5` [\aRQ Of aUR 8RYNdN_R Gb]_RZR 7\b_a( kLNM]]Yying the implied covenant is a

mcautious enterprisen and we will only infer mcontractual terms to handle developments or

50 Winshall v. Viacom IntGl, Inc., 55 A.3d 629, 636 (Del. Ch. 2011).

51 Gerber v. Enter. Prods. Hldgs., LLC, 67 A.3d 400, 418 (Del. 2013) (quoting ASB
Allegiance Real Estate Fund v. Scion Breckenridge Managing Member, LLC, 50
A.3d 434, 441 (Del. Ch. 2012), 155G3 8< >1?A, revGd in part on other grounds, 68
A.3d 665 (Del. 2013)).

52 See Kuroda v. SPJS Hldgs., L.L.C., 971 A.2d 872, 888 (Del. Ch. 2009).
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contractual gaps that the asserting party pleads neither party anticipated.nl53 When an

issue is addressed by the express terms of a co[a_NPa( aU\`R Re]_R`` aR_Z` kNYdNf`

`b]R_`RQR(l N[Q PN[[\a OR \cR__VQQR[ Of( aUR VZ]YVRQ P\cR[N[a)54
9&,* )0(42-/* 4,53

23*4&6*5 2109 .1 6-&6 1&4428 '&1) 2+ (&5*5 8-*4* 6-* (2164&(6 &5 & 8-20* 53*&/5

57++.(.*1609 62 57,,*56 &1 2'0.,&6.21 &1) 32.16 62 & 4*5706# '76 )2*5 126 53*&/ ).4*(609

*/05+, 40 1206-)* '/ *81.-(-4 '/37*2$;
$$

Having considered the allegations in the Complaint, I conclude that OSI has failed

to state a claim for breach of the implied covenant. To state such a claim, a plaintiff

must, at a minimum, kallege a specific implied contractual obligation, a breach of that

obligation by the defendant, and resulting damage to the plaintiff)l56 Nowhere in the

Complaint, however, does OSI specifically identify an implied contractual obligation that

it was owed by Sellers, or allege what conduct by Sellers it considers to have breached

that implied obligation. To the contrary, Count VII (the implied covenant claim) merely

incorporates by reference all of the previous allegations in the Complaint and asserts that

kLaMU_\bTU Va` SNVaUYR`` N[Q S_NbQbYR[a P\[QbPa( N` NYYRTRQ NO\cR( GRYYR_` O_RNPURQ aUR

53 Gerber, 67 A.3d at 421 (quoting Nemec v. Shrader, 991 A.2d 1120, 1125 (Del.
2010)).

54 Id. at 419 (quoting ASB Allegiance Real Estate Fund, 50 A.3d at 441).

55 Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP, 984 A.2d 126, 146 (Del. Ch. 2009).

56 Kuroda, 971 A.2d at 888 (citing Fitzgerald v. Cantor, 1998 WL 842316, at *1
(Del. Ch. Nov. 10, 1998)).
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P\cR[N[a \S T\\Q SNVaU N[Q SNV_ QRNYV[T VZ]YVRQ V[ aUR GD5)l57 Even under Delawarens

permissive pleading standard, vague allegations will be accepted as well-pled only if they

provide the defendant with notice of the claim.58 CG>n` conclusory allegations fail to

meet that minimal threshold.

8R`]VaR Q_NdV[T NYY _RN`\[NOYR V[SR_R[PR` V[ CG>n` SNc\_, I conclude, after

conducting a thorough review of the Complaint, that OSI has failed to plead facts

sufficient to support its claim for breach of the implied covenant. Nearly all of the

alleged misconduct by Sellers is governed by express provisions of the SPA. For

example, GRYYR_`n NYYRTRQ RSS\_a` a\ V[SYNaR _RcR[bRs by shipping excess product, holding

payment invoices, and altering business segments already were proscribed by its

obligations to operate the Company in the ordinary course of business.59 Relatedly,

GRYYR_`n alleged manipulation of the sales results and financial statements for Second

Quarter 2011 was ]_\UVOVaRQ Of GRYYR_`n dN__N[af \S aUR NPPb_NPf \S 9[PRYVbZn` SV[N[PVNY

statements.60 5` N SV[NY ReNZ]YR( GRYYR_`n SNVYb_R a\ QV`PY\`R aUNa aUR NPabNY `NYR` _R`bYa`

for Third Quarter 2011 fell far short of the forecasts was governed by, if anything,

Sellersn obligation to disclose any Material Adverse Effect or Change that occurred

57 Compl. ¶ 115.

58 See Central Mortg. Co. v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Hldgs. LLC, 27 A.3d
531, 536 (Del. 2011).

59 SPA §§ 3.5(c), 6.1.

60 SPA § 3.5(b).
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before the Closing.61 Because express contractual provisions kNYdNf` `b]R_`RQRl aUR

implied covenant,62 to the extent that CG>n` implied covenant claim merely duplicates

breach of contract claims brought under the SPA, it is fatally flawed.

At argument, OSI presented one theory for breach of the implied covenant that

was not merely duplicative of its breach of contract claims.63 OSI asserted that both

parties understood that the 2011 sales forecasts provided by Sellers were extremely

significant to OSI, particularly because 9[PRYVbZn` 96>H85 V[ ,*+* UNQ ORR[ [RTNaVcR)

Indeed, the Complaint alleges that Sellers knew that the 2011 sales forecasts were

V[aRT_NY a\ CG>n` PNYPbYNaV\[ \S aUR ]b_PUN`R ]_VPR S\_ Encelium and that it was, therefore,

of paramount importance to OSI that aUR 7\Z]N[fn` forecasts were accurate.64 Based on

the mutually understood significance of the 2011 forecasts, OSI asserted at argument that

Sellers had an implied obligation to ensure that the 7\Z]N[fn` actual sales in 2011 met

those forecasts.

This argument misses the mark, however, because it was foreseeable to the parties

at the time of contracting that EncelVbZn` NPabNY `NYR` ZVTUa SNYY `U\_a \S aUR S\_RPN`a`)

8R`]VaR aUV`( N[Q QR`]VaR aUR NYYRTRQ VZ]\_aN[PR \S aUR ,*++ `NYR` S\_RPN`a` a\ CG>n`

61 SPA §§ 3.5(c), 6.4.

62 Gerber v. Enter. Prods. Hldgs., LLC, 67 A.3d 400, 419 (Del. 2013) (quoting ASB
Allegiance Real Estate Fund v. Scion Breckenridge Managing Member, LLC, 50
A.3d 434, 441 (Del. Ch. 2012), 155G3 8< >1?A$ revGd in part on other grounds, 68
A.3d 665 (Del. 2013)).

63 See Tr. 51i53.

64 Compl. ¶¶ 37i38.
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calculation of the purchase price, no representations or warranties regarding the forecasts

were included in the SPA. HUR VZ]YVRQ P\cR[N[a k\[Yf N]]YVR` a\ QRcRY\]ZR[a` aUNa

P\bYQ [\a OR N[aVPV]NaRQl65 N[Q kPN[[\a ]_\]R_Yf OR N]]YVRQ a\ TVcR ) ) ) ]YNV[aVSS`

contractual protections that mthey failed to secure for themselves at the bargaining

table.nl66 Thus, if OSI wanted a guarantee or other assurance as to the reliability of

9[PRYVbZn` ,*++ `NYR` S\_RPN`a`( Va dN` V[PbZOR[a b]\[ CG> a\ [RT\aVNaR S\_ \[R when

the contract was formed.

The fact that it was foreseeable to OSI that Encelium might fail to achieve its sales

forecasts distinguishes CG>n` implied covenant claim from the implied covenant claim

that was upheld by the Supreme Court in Gerber v. Enterprise Products Holdings, LLC.67

In Gerber, the defendant general partner, to avoid liability for approving certain

potentially conflicted transactions, relied on a safe harbor provision N[Q N kP\[PYb`VcR

]_R`bZ]aV\[ \S T\\Q SNVaUl ]_\cV`V\[ in a Limited Partnership Agreement. The Court

determined that the general partner utilized these provisions in a manner that undermined

their purpose and could not reasonably have been anticipated by the plaintiff at the time

the contract was formed.68 Finding that the parties would have prohibited the dRSR[QN[an`

65 Nemec v. Shrader, 991 A.2d 1120, 1126 (Del. 2010).

66 Winshall v. Viacom IntGl, Inc., 2013 WL 5526290, at *4 (Del. Oct. 7, 2013)
(quoting Aspen Advisors LLC v. United Artists Theatre Co., 861 A.2d 1251, 1260
(Del. 2004)).

67 67 A.3d 400 (Del. 2013).

68 Id. at 422i25.
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kN_OVa_N_fl N[Q kb[_RN`\[NOYRl P\[QbPa had they negotiated with respect to it when they

formed their contract, the Court concluded that the plaintiff had stated a claim for breach

of the implied covenant. An important predicate to the C\b_an` U\YQV[T in Gerber,

however, was its finding that the challenged conduct was unforeseeable. As that case

_RNSSV_ZRQ( aUR 7\b_a kwill \[Yf V[SR_ mP\[a_NPabNY aR_Z` a\ UN[QYR QRcRY\]ZR[a` \_

P\[a_NPabNY TN]` aUNa aUR N``R_aV[T ]N_af ]YRNQ` [RVaUR_ ]N_af N[aVPV]NaRQ)nl69 Here, the

]N_aVR` P\bYQ UNcR N[aVPV]NaRQ 9[PRYVbZn` SNVYb_R a\ NPUVRce its sales forecasts and the

Complaint does not plead that neither party anticipated that possibility.

At argument, OSI asserted that, at the time of contracting, it was not actually

foreseeable to OSI that the Company would not achieve its forecasted sales for Third

Quarter 2011, because Encelium had manipulated the sales results for Second Quarter

2011 to make it appear as though the Company was meeting its forecasts.70 Past

performance is never a guarantee of future success, however, and, here, the Closing

occurred less than one year after 9[PRYVbZn` 96>H85 dN` [RTNaVcR) HUb`( RcR[ with

sales results that appeared to be in line with the forecasts for Second Quarter 2011, it was

S\_R`RRNOYR aUNa 9[PRYVbZn` RN_[V[T` ZVTUa fail to meet forecasts in future periods. The

courts dVYY [\a VZ]Yf aR_Z` a\ k_RONYN[PLRM RP\[\ZVP V[aR_R`a` NSaR_ RcR[a` aUNa P\bYQ

have been anticipated, but were not, that later adversely affected one party to a

69 Id. at 421 (citing Nemec v. Shrader, 991 A.2d 1120, 1125 (Del. 2010)).

70 See Tr. 53.
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P\[a_NPa)l71 I therefore find that OSI has failed to state a claim for breach of the implied

covenant and dismiss Count VII.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated in this Memorandum Opinion, > T_N[a GRYYR_`n A\aV\[ a\

Dismiss in part, and deny it in part. I QV`ZV`` dVaU ]_RWbQVPR CG>n` PYNVZ` S\_ O_RNPU \S

warranty (Count II), equitable fraud (Count IV), and breach of the implied covenant

(Count VII), and I deny the Motion to Dismiss in all other respects.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

71 Nemec, 991 A.2d at 1128.


